
Mosaic® Panel System
   Integral Graphics With Seamless Look 

exhibiting solutions



Universal Mosaic panels reconfigure to fit 

varying booth spaces.

Unlimited Design Possibilities
Mosaic gives you unmatched 
versatility. It has a variety of panel 
shapes, sizes, and surfaces that 
are all compatible and inter-
changeable so you can create an 
exhibit that looks great and fits 
your unique needs.

Quick and Easy Set Up
Mosaic’s universal connection 
systems allow for easy installation.

Graphics Attract Prospects
Get noticed with Skyline Genuine 
Graphics! From big, bold murals to 
backlit headers and signs, Skyline 
communicates your message 
in style with graphics that 
are built to last.

The Ultimate In Versatility: 

 Mosaic® Panel System

Mosaic’s side connection system gives 

graphic panels a continuous, seamless 

look that doesn’t interrupt your message.

Mosaic is lightweight and packs small to 

save on exhibit operating costs like shipping, 

drayage and storage!



    Precision-fit panels

Mosaic panels are constructed to 

achieve absolute 90º corners so 

panels align perfectly without gaps.

1     Seamless look

Our unique connection system is 

hidden below the panel surface 

for a clean, seamless look.

2     Built-in counter

Add surface for displaying products 

or taking leads. Optional locking 

access doors provide secure storage.
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    Backlit graphics

Attract attention! Graphic panels 

can be backlit to highlight your 

name or message.

4     3D and stand-off graphics

Add interest and depth with 3D 

graphics. They provide a custom 

look and are easy to change 

out.

5     Product merchandising

A variety of accessories like   

shelving, peg bars and racking are 

available for displaying product. 
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Universal Mosaic panels allow you to 

reconfigure your exhibit to fit your needs 

and add on as your exhibit space grows.



Mosaic panels connect directly to Skyline’s   

Tube Ultra modular exhibit system to create 

built-in tables and counters.

Versatile Mosaic creates custom counters, 

functional kiosks, secure storage areas and 

accommodates stand-off graphics.
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Laminates: Hundreds of textures and colors 

available to fit any look.

The Widest Selection of Panel Shapes, Sizes, and Surfaces

Graphics: Digital graphics of all types – 

murals, text signs, 3D stand-off logos.

Fabrics: Perfect for detachable graphics. 

Multiple styles and dozens of colors available.

Mosaic patents: 5,092,385 – 5,125,193 – 5,220,952

Mosaic and Mosaic Plus offer a family of compatible panels to achieve any design objective.

13.5” 
(34.3 cm)

23” 
(58.4 cm)

39.25” 
(99.7 cm)

46” 
(116.8 cm)

Capacity: 46” flat: 

6 panels

46” flat: 

10 panels

90º curve: 

8 panels

46” flat: 

75-80 panels

Flat 22.5º Curve 90º Curve

Choose Lightweight Mosaic or Structural Mosaic Plus
Mosaic panels have a durable aluminum frame and are ultra-lightweight. 
Mosaic Plus panels have a thin layer of steel beneath the panel surface 
for more structural applications. 

Packing
Systems

Panels


